Online Discussions Read Post – t-chart notes on three Readings/videos
Getting Started With Discussions [7:01]
Getting Started With Discussions - Notes
Make first week Week Zero focused on
compassion and care to get things going and
make sure students feel supported

MBrown

Getting Started With Discussions - Reflections
Having a Week Zero permits students to
CREATE
become acquainted with the course structure;
however, there needs to be sufficient low-risk
activities to let students get a feel for the
rhythm of work flow of work needed in the
EVALUATE
class.
Five Tips for getting started with Discussion The revised Bloom labels (verbs) are more
Board:
useful in constructing goals.
ANAL
YZE
1. Use questions provided in textbook
2. Ask How? And Why? Questions –
The Bloom and Webb taxonomies see to have
need to have open ended questions
labels and groupings that are variations of
on discussion forms
each other; otherwise they seem quite
APPLY
3. Use taxonomies (revised Bloom:
comparable.
Remember, Understand,
Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, Create)
These activities can be adapted to the online
Use these terms in module
environment for activities to develop students
UNDERSTAND
objectives (what you want students
questioning skills and create student
to know and do); then you can use
interaction:
discussion board to elicit evidence of http://www.ascd.org/publications/newsletter
knowledge growth “We can never REMEMBER
s/education-update/jan17/vol59/num01/Fivetruly know what a student learns…”
Ways-to-Strengthen-StudentDepth of Knowledge taxonomies
Figure 2: Bloom’sQuestioning.aspx
Taxonomy, Updated Framework
(Recall, Skill/Concept, Strategic
In 2001, the original taxonomy was updated by Lorin Anderson and David Krathwohl, to the current framework
Thinking, Extended Thinking)
(Figure 2). The terms changed from nouns to verbs, such as knowledge to remember and comprehension to
4. Create student-to-student
understand. However, the essential meaning of the concepts did not change. One of the biggest change is
interactions
switching
the
order of
Evaluation/Evaluate
to come after Synthesis/Create (Armstrong, 2017). As before, these
5. Develop
students
questioning skills
six categories
the simplest
(remember),
(bestart
surefrom
to approve
questions
ahead to the most complex (create).
of time)

As you move through the categories, you have a better picture for the level of cognitive rigor involved in a learning.
The breakdown of each category is shown below:

Revised Bloom Taxonomy:

Remember involves being able to recall, deﬁning, or labelling.
Understand is to summarize or classify.
Apply requires some level of implementation or to follow a procedure.
Analyze, breaks down parts of a concept for deeper analysis.
Evaluate is critiquing or making a judgement based on research.
Create is to develop something new based on all the learning.
One thing to keep in mind is that Bloom’s Taxonomy builds on each other. In other words, a learner must master
the lower levels before moving on to the next. Bloom’s Taxonomy is a framework to assist in instruction and when
measuring the cognitive rigor of a lesson.

Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DoK)

The creation of the DoK stemmed from the alignment of standards to assessments. Standardized assessments
measured how students think about a content and the procedures learned but did not measure how deeply
students must understand and be aware of a learning so they can explain answers and provide solutions, as well
as transfer what was learned in real world contexts (Francis, 2017).
Essentially, the goal of DoK is to establish the context—the scenario, the setting, or the situation—in which
students express the depth and extent of the learning (Francis, 2017).
Webb’s
Depth of Knowledge Taxonomy ([google dok question stems]]:
This framework consists of 4 levels, level 1 being the simplest and level 4 being the most complex.

DOK 4
DOK 3
DOK 2

STRATEGIC
THINKING

EXTENDED
THINKING
· Synthesis of
information
· Interpretation of data
to solve problem

· Planning
· Complex reasoning

DOK 1

SKILLS &
CONCEPTS
· Compare
· Basic reasoning

RECALL &
REPRODUCTION
· Recall of facts
· Definition of
procedure

Figure 3: Webb’s Depth of Knowledge

Level 1 (Acquired knowledge) involves recall and reproduction. Remembering facts or deﬁning a procedure.
Level 2 (Knowledge Application) are skills and concepts. Students use learned concepts to answer
questions.
Level 3 (Analysis) involves strategic thinking. Complexity increases here and involves planning, justiﬁcation,
and complex reasoning. Explains how concepts and procedures can be used to provide results.
Level 4 (Augmentation) is extended thinking. This requires going beyond the standard learning and asking,
how else can the learning be used in real world contexts.

Source:
https://www.synergiseducation.com/blooms-taxonomy-and-webbs-depth-ofDiﬀerences
and Application?
knowledge/
The major diﬀerence between these two conceptual frameworks is what is being measured. Bloom’s Taxonomy
measures the cognitive level students are expected to show in order to prove a learning experience occurred.
While the DoK is focused more on the context—the scenario, the setting, or the situation—in which students are
expected to express the learning. Bloom’s is better used in measuring the instruction, objective, or cognitive rigor;

Source: https://levelquestions.weebly.com/uploads/5/4/2/2/54227011/595688894.png
Asking Questions About Texts – Notes [3:54]
Asking Questions About Texts - Notes
Text – anything in which meaning is encoded
as symbols
Four questions: What does the text say? How
does the text work? What does the text
mean? What does the text inspire you to do?
SAY: Key details, general understandings
(reading guide)
WORK: Based on the craft and purpose of
discipline (vocab and structure)
MEAN: Make connections between texts and
arguments

Asking Questions About Texts - Reflections
More needs to be included in ‘reading’ media
(images and motion) and audio
Students will need a lot of exposure and
practice with the various kinds of ‘text’

INSPIRE: Learning activities (case studies,
analyze against themes, use primary sources)
To elicit evidence that they read the text6
Assessing Your Discussion Board – Notes [7:26]
Assessing Your Discussion Board - Notes
Don’t over assessment discussion boards –
Yoda Approach – met/didn’t meet criteria;
have high expectations early on (else will do
minimum); ALWAYS provide students with a
rubric or list of expectations

R – Respond to the post (promptly)
A – Answer the question
V – Vocabulary and concepts used and
defined – and writing tactic (define terms on
first mention)
E – Evidence and examples matter
High quality expectations + High quality
feedback = Learning
Feedback:
Claim – about student performance against
the rubric
Connect – to an explicit example in the
student’s post/works/artifacts
Action- (Actionable Feedback) – using
positive growth language of the rubric

Assessing Your Discussion Board - Reflections
Binary scoring encourages timely feedback.
Posting a rubric or checklist for each
assignment – allows students to direct their
efforts; students should be encourage to use
the rubric to self-assess before submitting
work for grading; but the rubrics need to be
worded for student understanding and be
realistic for the assignment.
This provides a model for student’s posts as
well as an expectation for timeliness in
posting.

This provides a model for faculty feedback
that is specific and supports student
participation and learning.

